military resistance. 10 Yet the significance of the traitor figure and its discursive position goes beyond the restoration of blamelessness because it also opens up memories, corroded notions of self and political conflicts on screen. In this article, I look at screen traitors not as figures of self-justification but as figures of conflict that contribute to a debate on national thresholds and responsibilities. My claim is that what was perceived and discussed as treason facilitated an examination of more complex problems.
A preoccupation with the screen elite traitor à la Stauffenberg has meant that other traitor figures have been ignored: my starting point, therefore, is that the figure of the elite traitor is intrinsically linked to another concept of alleged treason, the hitherto overlooked figure of the common traitor. I want to argue that these two figures are complementary in that they explore the two contrasting kinds of treason considered by Boveri and others, Hochverrat and Landesverrat. They thereby mark opposite poles between which treason is acted out -self and other -and gradually (re)negotiate perceptions of Germany in relation to its war-time others.
Sociology defines betrayal -and treason as a kind of betrayal -as a 'breach of trust'
in which 'an overstepping of a We-boundary [is involved]', 11 or in which 'a sense of an imagined community […] honesty, and commitment'. 13 Within this broad definition, it is characteristic of the 1950s screen elite traitor, the Hochverräter, that although he is 'overstepping a We-boundary', he nevertheless defines and justifies this breach in relation to the national self. On the other hand, the common traitor of 1950s cinema is a Landesverräter; he enters into relations with the other, violates the 'sense of an imagined community' (a national community), and puts it at risk, while the elite traitor in fact tries to protect it. Accordingly, the elite traitor is presented as ethically more acceptable, indeed as a resistance fighter, while the common traitor embodies the allegedly unethical counter-position. My hypothesis is, however, that it is the figure of the common traitor that has the potential to advance and change the discourse on national identity by its focus on the other.
In the early 1950s the relationship between traitor and self-community dominates the screen discourse on post-war morality, while the relation between traitor and other emerges only gradually as morally significant but then marks the potential to reverse the definition of social conditions', as a 'possibility for agency and transformation', 15 which becomes available through the self's accountability to the other. 16 My discussion starts with a brief overview of the familiar figure of the elite traitor in Canaris, Des Teufels General, Der 20. Juli, and Es geschah am 20. Juli. 17 It then proceeds to the figure of the common traitor, whose features and functions are explored in detail in three feature films: part 2 of 08/15, Der Arzt von Stalingrad, and Unruhige Nacht. 18 My focus is on the common traitor as a counter-position to the elite traitor: first with regard to his negative political and cultural perception as unethical, and second with regard to his potential for political and cultural change. These two characteristics make the common traitor a figure of particular ambivalence. They are rooted in his function both as gateway for the other as enemy and as victim of German perpetration, which turns the common traitor into a threat as well as into a hidden reminder of German guilt and responsibility. This becomes most visible in Harnack's Unruhige Nacht, as the film tries to unlock human sympathy with the victims of German aggression and at the same time adheres to the strict divide between friend and enemy, self, and other. The first real questioning of this divide occurs on television rather than in the cinema with the mini-series Am grünen Strand der Spree. 19 My final discussion looks at the shift towards the acknowledgement of responsibility for the other in this early TV production; again the figure of the traitor helps to facilitate the change.
West German war films of the 1950s have received extensive critical attention. While for a long time they were discussed in relation to strategies of West German selfrighteousness and suppression of guilt and responsibility, they have more recently been acknowledged as hybrid products of national transformation in which cultural and political changes from the Third Reich to a new democratic West Germany gradually play out. In this sense, they are part of a 'necessarily imperfect process of cultural transmission or adaptation'
and 'the question then becomes: Which aspects of a discourse survive, and which are subject to renewal or rejection?' 20 This article investigates exactly such a process of cinematic transmission by looking at the 'common traitor' as an element that disrupts the dominant discourse of blamelessness and points to an unresolved conflict.
The Elite Traitor
In Germany. By contrast, the title characters must be eliminated as enemies: products of an authoritarian past and its antidemocratic traditions.
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I agree with Hake that these screen elite traitors are hardly figures of fulfilment or renewal.
However, the elite traitor functions as a figure of transition in that his individual failure exculpates the majority's failure and yet confirms the general framework of unwavering loyalty to the nation repeatedly spelled out in 1950s cinema. The Prussian screen traitors justify the committed treason with reference to Germany and thus re-imagine a national community which they see threatened by a group of Nazis.
The problem with the figure of the elite traitor is that it has little scope for action and easily perishes in the face of its own patriotic maxims. For as soon as the self is in any way threatened by the resistance, the elite traitor loses legitimation. This is continuously reflected in the films, as when the sabotage of aircraft in Des Teufels General that has long been undermining the war effort has claimed the death of one German pilot. The apexes of the triangle of treason in these films are elite traitor, good self/German people, and bad self/Nazis, which leaves the elite traitor only the narrow national space to act.
The common traitor on the other hand, who entertains relations with the other, has a wider scope for action albeit at the cost of the self. The national bonds and boundaries confirmed by the elite traitor as sacred and total -epitomized on screen in Stauffenberg's exclamation when facing the firing squad, 'Es lebe unser heiliges Deutschland!' -are 'expose[d] as particular and partial, not total' by the common traitor's interest in the other.
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'Revealing to another […] what had been thought to be a sacred or secret trust', 34 is particularly painful as it facilitates a glimpse of the others and the wider reverberation of their suffering at the hands of the Germans. For thus profaning the national self, the common traitor is sentenced.
The Common Traitor
The common traitors on the 1950s screen are young(er) men who often belong to the lower ranks of the Wehrmacht and are always stationed at the front. They entertain relations with the enemy and are therefore seen as Landesverräter. In contrast to their elite counterparts, they are never part of oppositional networks but follow individual desires, which excludes them from patriotic causes; the German common traitor acts only from personal motives.
Accordingly, the common traitor does not intentionally commit treason (cooperating with the foreign military, for example); he is only interested in 'human' matters. In line with this, the traitors in the three films chosen -part 2 of 08/15, Der Arzt von Stalingrad, and Unruhige Nacht -are first of all lovers who are involved with enemy women, often Soviet women.
The screen figure of the common traitor takes up and confirms notions of treason employed by the Nazis themselves, who subsumed a broad variety of insubordinate, humane Significantly, Wedelmann himself introduces the topic, presenting it as a cliché to ironize the 'bad German soldier' as mere propaganda with which he assumes Natasha will disagree. Falk Harnack's Unruhige Nacht promised a new approach to the war and the eastern front and one might therefore expect a different take on the traitor as well. Noticeably, the film employs a different narrative strategy: instead of relegating the betrayal-by-love into a sub-plot, the traitor and his story are developed as a case for reflection and thought at the centre of the film. This narrative importance also heightens the status of Soviet civilians as victims of German aggression and, linked to this, represents a moral call for German responsibility. 40 However, the shifting of the friend/enemy divide is kept in check by new strategies of de-legitimation which work to render the common traitor as unethical after all.
Unruhige Nacht
Based on the successful 1949 novella by Pastor Albrecht Goes, Unruhige Nacht tells the story of the love-traitor Fedor Baranowski through the eyes of a sympathetic war chaplain ordered to accompany the young man to his execution. The film is set during one night in which the chaplain visits the convict and studies his file. The story of Baranowski, who deserted twice to live with a Soviet woman and thereby inadvertently gave military information away, unfolds in flashbacks, which follow the chaplain's reading and reflection.
The film was expected to be an 'Anti-Hurra-Film' and counter 'die notdürftig mit Baranowski's increased moral and self-critical potential is more than ever branded as irresponsible by the film. The narrative order and the traitor's deviance serve all the more strongly to deprive him of his case.
Baranowski like all traitors is deviant, but he is the one whose deviance consists in immaturity. We learn of the young Fedor that he grew up out of wedlock and was raised by a neglectful mother; he has no trade, received no training and is generally perceived as childlike; he is often referred to as 'Junge' and 'Bengel'. That he has a Slavonic name and comes from East Prussia marginalizes him in the national context, particularly as the film takes pains to mention that, had Fedor been a legitimate child, he would have had his father's very The chaplain thus gives the obedience of the German majority a kind and sensitive voice, particularly as he also offers common ground for national identity beyond the war: he, who has all the faculties that Baranowski lacks, is highly educated and sophisticated and provides Mozart, good wine, literature, and savoir-vivre of former times as markers of German identity from which Baranowski is as excluded as the 'bad Nazi' of the film. The chaplain's loyalty seems to lie with the individual soldiers, not the regime; however, he trusts the regime's laws, judgment, and files as he bases his own understanding of Baranowski on their documentation.
The figure of the love-traitor in these West German films follows the rhetoric of national self-justification linked to the denial of the other albeit based on the demonstration of the other's suffering. All three films fail to recognize that the discussion of the Third Reich and the Second World War had to find its point of reference not in questions of national legality and coherence but of international law and human rights; Unruhige Nacht in particular illustrates the insufficiency of the national approach as it poses the question of justice with regard to the other but then fails to tackle them.
That the debate had to go beyond the national context had been stressed by prosecuting attorney Fritz Bauer, whose much quoted closing statement in the 1952 Remer trial not only rebutted the accusation of treason with regard to the 20 July plot as false, but also laid down the points of reference for judging guilt:
Das Gesetz findet dort seine Grenzen, wo es in Widerspruch zu den allgemein anerkannten
Regeln des Völkerrechts oder zu dem Naturrecht tritt, oder der Widerspruch des positiven Gesetzes zur Gerechtigkeit ein so unerträgliches Maß erreicht, daß das Gesetz als unrichtiges
Recht der Gerechtigkeit zu weichen hat. Wird der Grundsatz der Gleichheit bei der Satzung des positiven Rechts überhaupt verleugnet, dann entbehrt das Gesetz der Rechtsnatur und ist überhaupt kein Recht.
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While none of the films of the Kriegsfilmwelle revised their perspective, a TV production from 1960 did and even today Am grünen Strand der Spree comes as a shock when watched after the big-screen war-entertainment of the time. The mini-series takes up the relation between national self and its others and offers a modified, if not completely changed answer to the initial question: 'Ging nicht die nächste Pflicht, die gegen die eigenen Volksgenossen, 50 Fritz Bauer, 'Eine Grenze hat Tyrannenmacht', Geist und Tat 7 (1952), 194-201 (p. 199) .
die eigenen Kameraden, der gegen fremde Völker voran?' Again, the question is reconsidered through the figure of the traitor, which borrows features of the common traitor discussed so far but also reflects back on the elite traitor.
Am grünen Strand der Spree
My final section focuses on the first two parts of this five-part series produced by the NWDR In a number of instances Der General seems like a reversal of Unruhige Nacht which is particularly striking with regard to the relation between traitor and army chaplain. Sternberg is presented as upright and determined, which includes his rejection of Christian absolution.
Instead of looking for comfort from a priest, he escapes prison and his death sentence. The nonchalance with which the chaplain in Unruhige Nacht justifies the death of the traitor, is ironized in Der General when judge and chaplain wonder 'was hätt ich denn machen sollen?' while the young soldier has long changed sides. While thus Prussia is freed from blame for National Socialist crimes, it is by no means quoted as a role model, which is particularly important when we learn that the general is linked to the 20 July plot. The film directly confronts treason with reference to the self and treason with reference to the other and in this comparison presents the Prussian elite as impotent, while the young internationally-rooted generation is seen as capable and is given a future. The best the old elite can do before seeking death in battle and thus fulfilling their 'Prussian nature' is to help the young. Atoning for the arrest of Sternberg, the general arranges for the young lieutenant to escape to safety and thus helps the first Landesverräter to survive if not on cinema than at least on TV screens.
Conclusion
The common traitor like the elite traitor holds a distinct position in the landscapes of war in As negotiator between self and other, the common traitor is hopelessly lost for the national collective as he marks the collective's failure to engage with the atrocities committed in the recent past. He fulfils this function as marker of national failure not because he sets a positive example for dealing with guilt and responsibility but because he personifies various conflicts that impede such an engagement. His deviant character and behaviour have been discussed as metaphors for the challenge arising for the self from the lost war, the exposure and discussion of atrocious crimes, and the following occupation and division of the country.
Furthermore, the common traitor can also be understood as exposing a lack of acceptable models for engaging with this past, as is indicated by the gender implications of the figure. In all the cinema films discussed, it is a woman who gives voice to at least some of the suffering at the hands of the Germans, never a Soviet or French man even where they play central parts 
